Ceasefire of the Northern Countryside of Homs including the towns of Talbisa, Rastan and al-Hula

31 July 2017

1. Guarantee of the unity of the territory of Syria and the parties will not try to divide them.
2. Ensure a ceasefire of all types of weapons.
3. No infringement [by any party] on areas controlled by [any] party.
4. Work to establish a committee to investigate the conditions of the detainees and work on the release [of detainees] by all parties.
5. Declaration of Russia as the guarantor.
6. Upon agreement, ‘Chechnyan’ forces will begin to be deployed.
7. Food, fuel, goods and spare parts are permitted to enter and leave the Northern countryside of Homs, without quantity restrictions.
8. Factions supporting the al-Qaeda ideology will not be supported.
9. City administration will be undertaken by civil offices and local councils.
10. Permit the import of building materials to begin the reconstruction process after the submission of the quantity [needed] the study of which is undertaken by a competent committee.

Parties [Agreement status unknown]:
‘Moderate Syrian armed opposition’
Syrian Regime

Third parties:
Syrian Tomorrow Movement [Suria al-Ghad]
Russian Ministry of Defence
Egyptian Government


[Unofficial translation: R Forster]

1 Not the agreement text. Summary provided by Suria al-Ghad Movement to Youm Sebaa. Status of agreement unknown, no mention of signature by parties in third sources.